The CSD – How it all started

in talks just say “The Database” on the safe
assumption that everyone knows they mean
The Cambridge Structural Database, even
though there are now many databases that
contain structural chemistry and biochemistry
content.

Dr. Jason Cole, CCDC’s Deputy Director, reflects on the long history of the CCDC.

Swimming in data
The CSD was established by Olga Kennard in
1965 as a result of ideas and thoughts first
expressed by J. D. Bernal, 30 years earlier.
Kennard and Bernal recognised a need for
collecting structural information. At the time,
crystal structures were still rare and special,
taking many months of effort to elaborate.

Continued from front cover
Looking further into the future, with the aid
of the Centre’s official crystal ball (feel free
to groan), it’s interesting to speculate at
what point we’ll begin to complement our
experimental data with predicted crystal
structures. We’re not far off the one million
crystal structures Sarma and Desiraju suggested
might be enough to allow knowledgebased crystal structure prediction. Indeed,
the continued development of software,
computer hardware, radiation sources and
instrumentation means we’ll reach this point
remarkably soon. Our own internal research in
this area already shows great promise.
But I think it’s nice to live in a world where we
can’t predict the future, and any attempts to
do so in this piece will inevitably come back to
haunt me, so I’ll resist the temptation. But I’m
glad that Olga and the Sage did. I’m even more
delighted that their vision of the future came
to be – their dream came true and we should
all be grateful for this.
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was in manual data transfer from hard copy
into electronic form. If you look closely enough
into the FORTRAN code developed at the time,
you can find algorithms designed to detect and
suggest data corrections to manually typed-up
coordinates by cross-referencing to typed-up
author bond lengths so that the data was selfconsistent.

Very quickly, however, with the advent of
automation via computing, the structural
universe expanded. The numbers of structures
being determined presented curation
challenges for the staff of the CCDC. The first
15 years of the CSD’s existence were occupied
with developing internal systems to make
curation efficient and building relationships
with journals to act as the trusted repository
for data they published. Such work still
continues today.

The development of the “CIF” format in the
late 80s to mid-90s was partly a response to
this type of issue. By having a solid standard in
place, crystallographers could move away from
hard copy to electronic submission, removing a
significant source of error for our editors. That
said, hand-edited CIF files are still a source of
issues, even today, and expert curation remains
essential to maintain the high quality and
reputation of the database.

In these early years the data received was not
in an electronic format, and reliable optical
character recognition systems were yet to be
invented, so the majority of time and effort

The CSD – Timeline

Back in the mists of time, the
Cambridge Structural Database
was created. But, like the big bang,
the more reflective amongst you
might ponder, “how did this come
about?” or “why is the CSD like
this, and not like an Oracle RDBM
cartridge”? I will try to explain why
the CSD began 50 years ago and
how it developed to where it is
today - to set curious minds at rest.

Even so, it was recognised that the quantity
of data available would soon go beyond the
capacity of the average structural chemist’s
brain, so some form of indexed access to the
data would be essential. The first versions of the
system were not databases - they were books
containing all of the structural information
then available in print form.

All of the names we used contained
crystallographic; all of those that originated
from within the Centre itself contained
Cambridge, at Olga’s behest. The change
to “Structural” was an attempt to engage
all chemists rather than just specialist
crystallographers and to highlight the wealth
of 3D data that was available to them. Not all
of the CCDC’s employees at the time agreed
with the change; for example, one felt that
it made the database sound like a database
of information for architects, but the name
“Cambridge Structural Database” eventually
stuck and became official.

Early Version of the CSD

complete rebuild. Before the advent of the
internet and networked computers, there was
a big problem: how do you get the data to
the people? The solution turned out to be a
network of affiliated centres (NACs), to act as
national sources for the CSD around the world.
The principle role served by NACs was to
reproduce and redistribute the database.
The CSD was transferred to magnetic tape in
Cambridge. To save on expensive shipping costs,
a single copy was sent to each NAC and they
reproduced the tapes locally, so that shipping

Getting it to the people
As with all rapidly expanding data resources,
the database infrastructure needs continuous
development and, every now and then, a

costs to end users were predominantly local
rather than international, with the NAC bearing
the smaller expense.
Of course, the NACs now serve a rather
different purpose. Reproduction of magnetic
tapes is thankfully no longer necessary, so they
fulfill an enormously valuable role in speaking
for their local communities and managing
national level agreements to allow unrestricted
access to the CSD by all chemists in their
country.

What’s in a name?
The first “Cambridge Structural Database”,
wasn’t actually called this; in fact it had many
names, such as The Cambridge Crystallographic
Data File, The Cambridge Crystallographic
Database, The Cambridge Datafile or just The
Database, used within the community it served.
The more familiar the user was with the CSD,
the less precise the name they tended to use.
This is still the case today; at crystallography
conferences in particular, you’ll hear speakers
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starting again. We could be far less efficient
in our development practices, and just rely
on cheap access to fast processors and large
memory arrays. (Indeed, recent advances in
relational database platform capabilities give
us scope to consider this architecture for future
CSD generations – so you should watch this
space!) The history does, however, help us to
understand how the CSD has developed to
where it is now – with a fantastically efficient
underlying structure, able to cope with the
ever-increasing growth in known small molecule
crystal data. And we can all be grateful for that!

Space saving was a big issue. For example, the
CSD’s underlying data format involves packing
information together where space could
be saved. For example; atomic coordinates
are “folded-in” with their own standard
deviation under the hood, rather than storing
two separate numerical values. This worked
extremely well but caused a great deal of
confusion for young developers (specifically the
writer here) as one needed to know the “runes”
to reverse the packing process. Nowadays, such
considerations might be secondary if we were
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These days, as software developers, when we
think of databases we usually imagine they
are built in relational database management
systems; so why is the CSD not a relational
database? Ultimately the format developed
was chosen to minimise size and provide for
the most efficient access. Relational databases
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Why isn’t the CSD just another
relational database?

tended to be good to search and retrieve small
packets of information from very large bodies of
data by only retrieving the exact data requested
and searching based on pre-indexed fields. The
CSD had a rather different use case; its users
wanted to search and calculate parameters
from large volumes of data that didn’t naturally
fit into a tabular structure with indexing. To
have indexed in the relational way would have
required very large numbers of indices, each
creating an increase in size for the underlying
data files. In the 1980s and early 1990s disk
space was limited and very expensive, and so
instead a system was developed that could
index on a relatively small number of 1D and
2D chemical structure features. The indices
could be loaded rapidly from disk and so search
speeds were very fast, and the size penalty paid
was smaller than a classical relational database.
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